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If they have faced discrimination during their lifetime, decisions about housing, aged care and 
health services can be especially daunting.

Sometimes issues might arise over acceptance and respect. An LGBTQIA+ person may not 
have family members who respect their same-sex partners as their next of kin or, if they lose 
capacity, their decision-makers.

Sometimes families may not have accepted the person’s chosen gender identity. There may even 
be family estrangement.

But if an LGBTQIA+ person has no future planning documents in place, control of their decision-
making may fall to someone whom they would not want to have making decisions for them or 
who might not make the decisions the way they would wish.

For these reasons, it can be critical that LGBTQIA+ people appoint an attorney: someone who will 
respect their sexuality and/or gender identity when making any future decisions for them and is 
prepared to find LGBTQIA+-friendly services appropriate to their needs.

LGBTQIA+ people may face particular challenges in making their future  
planning arrangements.
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Future planning is important for everyone. For many people, identifying and appointing an 
attorney is straightforward. However, for a variety of reasons other people may find the process 
challenging and could benefit from extra support.

Getting legal advice can be helpful for LGBTQIA+ people when future planning and making an 
enduring power of attorney.

• Each state has a law association that offers a ‘find a lawyer’ search function. Visit the  
Law Council of Australia’s website to find the law association in your state or territory.

• Some states have community legal centres that specialise in LGBTQIA+ rights and services. 
You can find a list under ‘Find legal help’ on the Community Legal Centres Australia website.

• If you think that you have experienced discrimination, you can find more information about 
human rights on Compass.info.

For information about LGBTQIA+ and enduring and general powers of attorney, along with other 
forms of future planning, read Safeguarding the end of the rainbow, an helpful guide produced in 
2018 by the Council on the Ageing (COTA) Victoria and Transgender Victoria.
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Disclaimer:  
The information provided in this document is not a substitute for individual legal advice.
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https://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/resources/faqs/how-do-i-find-a-lawyer
https://www.clcs.org.au/
https://www.compass.info/featured-topics/powers-of-attorney/your-rights-and-enduring-power-of-attorney/#human-rights-for-older-people
https://www.cotavic.org.au/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Safeguarding-the-End-of-the-Rainbow-Booklet-V1.pdf
https://www.cotavic.org.au/
https://tgv.org.au/
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Made for all Australians regardless of nationality, culture or language, 
Compass is an inclusive website navigating elder abuse.

Find the following at Compass.info
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